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4). Cut (21) - 4” x WOF strips 
 - subcut to (210) - 4” x 4” squares. 

 Then use the 24” left from the step above, cut it down to 4” x 24” and 
 cut the last (6) - 4” x 4” needed, making a total of (216) - 4”x 4” squares.

3). Take your (12) - 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares from Step 2 and cut each twice, 
      corner to corner to make four triangles for a total of 48 triangles.  

2). Cut (2) - 4-1/2” x WOF strips
 - subcut (1) strip to (8) 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares

 Only cut (4) - 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares from the 2nd strip and save the 
 rest for step four. Making a total of (12) 4-1/2” squares.  

1). Cut (12) - 3-1/2” x WOF strips
 - subcut to (144) - 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares 

White: 

CUTTING:

Backing:   6 yards
Binding:   3/4 yard; (10) - 2-1/2” strips
Light Blue:   2 yards
Dark Blue:   2-1/2 yards
White:   4 yards

WOF - width of fabric
RST - right sides together

Fabric Terms

This quilt consists of 12 Large blocks made from 48 smaller blocks. One large block 
is made from four small blocks each made exactly the same but turned 1/4” turn 
clockwise each time to make the large block pattern.

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:

Mystic STar 74” x 98”
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Stitch here!=+

Start with your 48 white and 48 light 
blue triangles. Put the white on top of 
the light blue with RST and the top 
point pointing to the right. Stitch 
1/4”seam along the top edge. You 
may chain stitch all triangles this way. 
Press to the darker side.

STEP 1:

INSTRUCTIONS:

4). Cut (7) - 4” x WOF strips 
 - subcut to (70) - 4” x 4” squares. 

Now use the strip from above and trim it to 4” x 24”. From this you will 
only need (2) 4” x 4” squares for a total of (72) - 4” x 4” squares.   

3). Take your (12) - 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares from Step 2 and cut each twice, 
     corner to corner to make four triangles for a total of 48 triangles.  

Save the rest for Step 4. Making a total of (12) -   4-1/2” squares. 

2). Cut (2) - 4-1/2” x WOF strips 
 - subcut this in the same manner as the white 4-1/2” strips 
 - subcut 1 strip to (8) - 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares and only 
   cut (4) - 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” squares from the 2nd strip. 

1). Cut (8) - 3-1/2” x WOF strips 
 - subcut to (96) - 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares

Light Blue:

CUTTING CONTINUED:

1). Cut (22) - 4” x WOF strips 
 - subcut to (216) - 4” x 4” squares; 
 - subcut (24) of the 4” x 4” squares into 48 triangles by cutting 
   corner to corner

Dark Blue:
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Square all of your HST’s from Steps 3, 4 and 5 to 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares. 

STEP 6:

Take 48 light blue and 48 white squares and place them RST. Mark a line 
corner to corner on the white and stitch 1/4” away on both sides of the line. 
Cut on the line and press to the dark side. You now have 96 light blue and 
white half-square triangles. 

STEP 5:

Take 168 dark blue and 168 white squares and place them RST. Mark a line 
corner to corner on the white and stitch 1/4” away on both sides of the line. 
Cut on the line and press to the dark side. You now have 336 dark blue and 
white half-square triangles.

STEP 4:

Take 24 of your light blue and 24 of your dark blue squares and place them 
RST. Mark a line from corner to corner on the lighter fabric and stitch 1/4” away 
on both sides of the line. Cut on the line and press to the darker side. You now 
have 48 dark and light blue half-square triangles.

STEP 3:

Press to the dark side and trim to 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” squares. (As the video states, 
make sure when you are squaring these that the seam of the dual color trian-
gles line up with your 45˚ line on your ruler and that the 1-3/4” mark on the 45˚ 
line on your ruler is on the seam of the dark blue and dual colored triangles. Do 
this step a second time when you turn your square to finish “squaring” it.

Stitch here!

=+

Next, you’ll use these new triangles and the 48 dark blue triangles and sew them 
RST. The dual color triangles will be slightly larger than your dark blue ones. Make 
sure the long edges align and that the top point of your dark blue is aligned with 
the seam of the dual color one.

STEP 2:
INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED:
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Then sew all 4 lines together 
making sure to align your seams.

Lastly, your 4th line. 

Then your 3rd line. 

Then your 2nd line. 

Start by stitching all of your first 
line together.  

Now you have all your mini 
squares that you’ll need for your 
quilt. Arrange them accordingly 
to this pattern.  

STEP 7:
INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED:
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ENJOy!

Take your 12 mystic star blocks and sew four lines of three across. Then, sew 
all four lines together. Always make sure to match your seams.

STEP 9:

In order to make your large star block, you will use 4 of your blocks 
from Step 7. Make sure to match your seams.

STEP 8:
INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED:


